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As described by Griin et ala1,2, the dust impact detector on the Ulysses 
spacecraft detected a totally unexpected series of dust streams in the outer 
solar system near the orbit of Jupiter. Five considerations lead us to 
believe that the dust streams emanate from the jovian system itself: 1. The 
dust streams only occur within about 1 AU of the jovian system, with the 
strongest stream being the one closest to Jupiter (about 550 RJ away); 2. The 
direction from which they arrive is never far from the line-of -sight 
direction to Jupiter; 3. The time period between streams is about 28 (+/-3) 
days; 4. The impact velocities are very high--mostly around 40 km/s; and 5. 
We can think of no cometary, asteroidal, or interstellar source that could 
give rise to the above four phenomena; such streams have never before been 
detected. 

In Figure 1 is plotted the logarithm of the dust grain impact rate, in 
events per day, versus time, in days, for a 400 day period centered on 
Jupiter closest approach (CA) on Feb. 8, 1992. Depicted is a continuous 
four-impact running avera e of all impacts with dust masses above the 
detector threshold (4*10-k5g at 20 km/s to at 40 km/s impact 
velocity). 16 hours before CA, sensitivity was reduced, partly to protect 
the instrument, so that grains smaller than about 1 0 - l ~ ~  could not be 
detected. Full sensitivity was restored about 16 hours after CA. The 
Ulysses spacecraft velocity well away from Jupiter, but with respect to 
Jupiter, is about 14 h/s. 

The eye is immediately struck by the rough periodicity of the six dust 
streams before and after Jupiter CA (2 streams before and 4 after). The 
average period between streams is 28 to 29 days. A second feature is that 
the streams only occur within about 1 AU (approx. 2100 Rj) distance from 
Jupiter and average about 505 RJ apart; the most intense stream is the one 
closest to Jupiter. A third feature, again striking, is observed in Fig. 2 
where each dust grain impact is represented as a symbol on a plot showing 
spacecraft rotation angle versus days from CA. Large grains (rn>5*10-l~~) are 
shown as diamonds and small grains as "plus signs". The dust detector points 
nearly perpendicular (85 degrees) to the spacecraft rotation axis which, in 
turn, points continuously to Earth; zero degrees rotation means the dust 
detector then points, during spacecraft rotation, closest to ecliptic north. 
It is seen that each stream (shown as "plussesn inside an enclosed field) is 
made up of small grains that arrive from a single direction (allowing for the 
140 degree sensor field-of-view). It is further seen that the radiant of 
approach of each stream changes by about 150 degrees in rotation angle from 
before CA to after CA. The direction from which the streams appear to arrive 
is, in all cases, close to the line of sight direction to Jupiter. 
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